B AT C H 0 1 7 N O W AVA I L A B L E
Bourbon whiskey

®

Distilled and aged in Tennessee, Indiana and Kentucky
Selection of 10-year 4 month, 14 and 15-year-old barrels
Crafted and bottled in Kentucky
112.5 proof cask strength bottling
Mash bill: corn, rye and malted barley
Batch 17 is an homage to a style of bourbon we love, which has
become increasingly hard to find. It’s the classic 10-year-old: high
proof and balanced, oak driven but complex. This batch is our
tribute to the elegant bourbons of the past.
Appearance: Burnt sienna with bronze highlights.
Nose: An inviting aroma of mulled cider with cinnamon,
ginger and nutmeg opens the proceedings. The impression
of early-autumn is strengthened by aromas of cherry pie,
purple plums, funnel cakes and a mug of chamomile tea with
orange blossom honey. With time, delicate notes of honeydew
melon, meyer lemon, cuban mint and apple blossom float
from the glass.
Palate: Very rich, almost buttery, but balanced by an
unexpectedly tropical, juicy side. The opening takes its cue
from the nose, exhibiting pound cake and apple jelly, before
a cascade of fruits rush in: pineapple, passion fruit, mirabelle
plums, gooseberries, lime cordial and guava paste. Flavors
of Chartreuse and sweet vermouth lend breadth and the
whole is kept in check by little graphite minerality.
Finish: The tropical and herbaceous themes remain but the
more delicate floral and mineral notes shine as the whiskey
fades, with flavors meadowsweet and tonic water lingering
at the end.
With a splash of spring water: A mezcal-like, steely minerality
provides tension while a note of roast duck with cranberry
offers yet another layer of flavor. The aroma grows at once
creamy with lemon donut and coconut cream, but also jammy
with blackberry, lychee and rose jam.
At Barrell Craft Spirits, our goal is to find and select barrels of
great tasting, high quality spirit. We craft products that explore
the unique effects of different distillation methods, barrels and
aging environments, and bottle them at cask strength. Every
batch is a limited release and has an intentionally distinct flavor
profile. We take pride in producing, preserving, and presenting
spirits to the people who enjoy them most. Lift your spirits.TM
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